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Estimation of Plasma Parameters in Dusty Plasmas
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Abstract

Dust particles of micro-meter size are levitated around a sheath in discharges. Gravity pushes the dust particles from a bulk of plasma to the
sheath on the ground. Microgravity conditions brought by sounding rockets, parabolic flights of aircract and the International Space Station
allow the dust particles to suspend in the bulk of plasma. Many researches have required phenomena of the dust particles under microgravity
to be understood with connected to plasma parameters. Here several examples estimating the plasma parameters of microgravity experiments
were shown, and described as manners to elucidate the phenomena in dusty plasmas with the plasma parameters. A rough estimation of ion
density was obtained in observing wave propagation, and spatial distribution of the dust particles changed by a discharge control was understood
in measuring electron density.
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1. Introduction

Dusty plasmas generated by gas discharges with micrometer-
sized particles have attracted much interest of scientists for sev-
eral decades. Dust particles have charges given by fluxes of elec-
tron and ion in the plasmas. The charges of the dust particle is
typically estimated to be in the order of a few hundreds or thou-
sands of elementary charge in laboratory dusty plasmas. The
charged dust particles interact each other and take on an aspect
of strongly-coupled Coulomb system. Several physical phenom-
ena, observed in solid or liquid state matter, can be seen in the
particles regarding as atoms. The particles make regular arrange-
ments of crystal, of which lattice constant is a few hundred mi-
crometers. The crystals of the dust particles can be melted with
changing discharge parameters, which show phase transitions vis-
ible for naked eyes. Vibration of the particles propagates as the
wave, which is an example enable to understand behavior of the
atoms in the matters.

In discharges, electrostatic, ion drag forces and gravity act
on the dust particles. Balance of the forces determines position
of dust particles levitating in the discharges. The dust particles
are typically located around a plasma-sheath boundary. With-
out gravity, the dust particles are possibly sustained in bulk of
plasma, which enable to be observed in a domain wider than on
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the ground. The wide spatial distribution of dust cloud is prefer-
able in order to analyze the phenomenon requiring the strongly-
coupled, i.e., highly-charged dust particles, which should be large
and massive to gain charges. The microgravity experiments have
contributed to make the dust clouds large and homogeneous,
which have been brought by sounding rockets, parabolic flights
of aircrafts and boarding on the International Space Station (ISS).
A joint Russian/German scientific project have obtained success-
fully many experimental data with apparatuses of rf discharge,
PKE-Nefedov1) and PK-3 plus2) on the ISS.

Estimating plasma parameters e.g., electron and ion densities,
temperatures and so on, is necessary to understand physical phe-
nomena in the dust cloud. Nevertheless it has not been performed
enough to be involved in analyzing the phenomena. It should have
been difficult for small volume of dusty plasmas to have diagnos-
tic especially in apparatuses sophisticated for space experiments.
Here several approaches to the plasma parameters are shown and
discussed, with results on the ISS of wave phenomena and void
formation.

2. Plasma Parameters in Wave Phenomena

Experiments for dust acoustic wave were performed with the
PKE-Nefedov apparatus on the ISS3,4). Wave properties with pa-
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(a) 24 Pa, 0.25 W

(b) 12 Pa, 0.25 W
Fig. 1 Waves propagating in the dusty plasmas observed in the

PKE-Nefedov apparatus. Reducing pressure from 24 to
12 Pa opens a channel of the wave at a constant rf power
of 0.25 W.

rameters of frequency (ω), wave number (k) and speed (v) are
determined by the states of dust particles represented by charge,
mass, diameter and density, and of plasmas represented by elec-
tron and ion densities, temperatures and so on. This indicates that
observation of waves can be a tool for plasma diagnostics.

Longitudinal waves were observed in dusty plasmas under mi-
crogravity (Fig. 1). The plasmas were generated in Ar gas excited
by 13.56 MHz rf voltage. Dust particles of 3.4 µm in diameter
were injected to the plasma. A sinusoidal voltage was applied to
guard rings surrounding rf-powered electrodes. The electric per-
turbation induced oscillation of the dust particles and wave prop-
agation. Pressure and rf power were changed from 12 to 24 Pa
and 0.25 to 0.30 W, respectively. The dust particles were oscil-
lated and a wave was propagated at the bottom of the dust cloud
in case of high pressure of 24 Pa, shown in a right bottom part of
Fig. 1 (a). With pressure decreased to 12 Pa, a wave channel was
opened from center to the right bottom part. The wave number
(k) was estimated in measuring intervals between stripes of the
waves on the images such as Fig. 1 with changing the frequency
of the sinusoidal voltage as ω .

Speed of dust acoustic wave (vd) is given by the ratio of fre-

quency (ωd) to wave number (kd)4),

vd =
ωd

kd
=

Zd√
ni

√
ndTi

md
, (1)

where Zd , nd , md are parameters of dust particles, charge number,
density and mass, and ni and Ti correspond to those of ion, density
and temperature, respectively.

Figure 2 shows a dispersion relation, ωd − kd obtained at the
pressure of 24 Pa and the power of 0.25 W (Fig. 1 (a)). The den-
sity of dust particle was measured to be 1.3×105 cm−3. The long-
wavelength-limit allows to linearly fit to the relation expressed by
the Eq. (1). Here the speed of wave is determined to be 0.98
cm/sec. Then density of dust particle can be measured on the im-
age of Fig. 1 (a). These values change the Eq. (1) to relation
between charge number of dust particle (Zd) and ion density (ni)
with assuming ion temperature (Ti).

Conversely, one can estimate charge number of dust particles
by the formula, eZd = |Q| = 4πε0rdφ f , where e, Q, ε0, rd , and
φ f are elementary charge, charge of dust particle, permittivity in
vacuum, radius of dust particle, and floating potential of dust par-
ticle, respectively. The orbit-motion-limit (OML) theory suggests
currents of electron ( je) and ion ( je) flowing to the dust parti-
cles as followings 5), and they are balanced on the dust particles,
je + ji = 0,

je = −4πr2
dene

√
Te

2πme
exp
(

eφ f

kBTe

)
, (2)

ji = 4πr2
deni

√
Ti

2πmi

(
1−

eφ f

kBTi

)
, (3)

where ne, Te, me, mi, and kB correspond to three parameters for
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Fig. 2 Dispersion relation of the wave propagating in the con-
dition at a pressure of 24 Pa and a power of 0.25 W
shown by Fig. 1 (a). The dotted line shows a linear part
fitted to the long-wavelength-limit.
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Fig. 3 Charge numbers of dust particle (Zd) plotted as func-
tions of ion density (ni), and derived from the relations
found in speed of dust acoustic wave and neutrality in
plasmas involving the OML with assuming (a) Ti = 0.01
and (b) 0.03 eV.

electron, density, temperature, mass, mass of ion, and Boltzmann
constant, respectively. Neutrality of charge in plasma taking into
account, ne +Zdnd−ni = 0, Zd is derived as a function of several
plasma parameters.

Here the speed of acoustic wave (vd) and density of dust parti-
cle (nd) have been obtained in the experiment. With assuming Ti

= 0.01 or 0.03 eV reasonable for laboratory plasmas and taking
a constant of mass of dust particle (md), charge number of dust
particle (Zd) is expressed as a function of ion density (ni) from
the relation of Eq. (1) and plotted by solid lines in Figs. 3 (a) and
(b). Furthermore the procedure above with OML and neutrality in
plasmas describes the charge number of dust particle as functions
of ion density with electron temperature with the parameters as-
sumed. This leads to the charge number of dust particle plotted by
dotted lines in Figs. 3. One can find the plasma parameters on the

points, where solid and dotted lines are crossing, i.e., the condi-
tions from the dust acoustic wave and from the charge of dust par-
ticle are fulfilled. It is reasonable that ion density is in the order
of 109 cm−3 and electron temperature is a few eV with regarding
ion temperature as around room temperature. However, the ion
density seems to be a bit larger than that reported3) 4). In fact,
ion density and electron temperature were measured in a similar
apparatus of PK-3 plus at 40 Pa and 0.4 W with a double-probe
method6). Figure 4 shows their spatial distributions at axial cen-
ter and edge of electrode between top and bottom electrodes. The
ion density was ranging in 108− 109 cm

3
and the electron tem-

perature was around 3 eV. Although there is a difference of factor
a few between parameters from wave phenomena and those from
measurement, a rough estimation of plasma parameters can be
performed on the graphs derived from measurements of waves
and neutrality in plasmas involving the OML.

3. Plasma Parameters and Void Closure

Experiments under microgravity with the PKE-Nefedov appa-
ratus had notified that dust particle free region, so-called void,
appeared at center of dust cloud in several conditions. The void
became larger with increasing discharge power and gas pressure.
In experiments with the PK-3 plus apparatus, the fact was empiri-
cally well-known that the void was reduced or closed with biasing
to discharge voltage of 13.56 MHz rf. In the apparatus, two elec-
trodes surrounded by grounded guard rings were set at the upper
and bottom sides. The rf voltage was supplied to each electrode
with a phase difference of 180 deg. Furthermore direct or sinu-
soidal alternating currents was possibly added to basis of the rf as
additional biasing.
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Fig. 4 Spatial distributions of ion density and electron temper-
ature between top and bottom electrodes measured with
a double-probe methods. They were measured at axial
center (shown by open circles) and edge (shown by open
triangles) of electrode.
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(a) without biasing

(b) with biasing at 100 Hz
Fig. 5 The dust clouds were observed at 40 Pa and 1.0 W in

a mission on the ISS. (a) the plasma was generated by
the 13.53 MHz rf only. The void appeared in the high-
density dust cloud. (b) additional biasing of sinusoidal
voltage at 100 Hz and an amplitude of 20 V was applied.

In a mission on the ISS, spatial distribution of dust particles
was observed with the additional biasing. The Ar gas was intro-
duced to a chamber, and pressure was maintained at 40 Pa. The
13.56 MHz rf power was set at 1.0 W. Particles of 9.2 µm in diam-
eter were injected until the dust cloud reaching to a high density.
Fig. 5 (a) shows the dust cloud which had the waves in a left-
bottom part caused by an instability due to the high density of the
particles. The dust cloud had also a void at the center. With addi-
tional biasing of sinusoidal voltage at 100 Hz and an amplitude of
20 V comparable with that of the 13.56 MHz basis, the void was
reduced and almost disappeared.

The spatial distribution of the dust cloud, which was changed
by additional biasing, seemed to be related to plasma parameters
also changed by additional biasing. However, no tools for diag-
nostics enabled to verify it on the ISS. In an experiment on the
ground, one of the plasma parameters, electron density was mea-
sured in order to find changes of the plasma with additional bias-
ing. The frequency shift probe was employed to measure electron
density, which detected electron with resonance of microwave on

wires working as cavity 7–9). The probe with long wires of an-
tenna was developed for a chamber of the PK-3 plus apparatus
and confirmed to be applied for plasmas of very low density near
sheath and taken away electrons by negatively-charged dust parti-
cles10). Although the long antenna occupied large volume in the
plasmas and reduced electron density around it6), it was useful
to detect small changes of the electron density with high sensi-
tivity. Hence, in the present study, values of the electron density
makes no sense and changes of the value are focused in discussing
effects of additional biasing on plasmas. On the ground, the par-
ticles of 9.2 µm are not levitated anymore in discharge due to
gravity in the condition same as on the ISS. Therefore electron
densities were measured in pristine Ar plasmas at 40 Pa and 1.0
W. For preventing from making an error in measurements by fluc-
tuation of additional biasing at 100 Hz, sinusoidal waves with
ranging between positive/negative voltages were broken down to
direct current (dc) voltages.

The electron densities are shown in Figs. 6 (a) and (b) in plas-
mas generated by 13.56 MHz basis of 1.0 W and additional bias-
ing from -20 to +20 V. Figures show spatial distributions of elec-
tron density between electrodes with a gap of 30 mm. The distri-
butions have two peaks around plasma-sheath boundary near the
electrodes, which indicates that the antenna forces the plasmas to
change their shapes. It is trustworthy, however, to take relations
in magnitude of electron density depending on voltages for ad-
ditional biasing. With changing negative voltage for additional
biasing from 0 to -20 V, the electron densities were enhanced.
This is resulted from suppressing electrons missed on the elec-
trodes by recombination and plasmas well-confined between the
electrodes by additional biasing. Conversely, positive voltages for
additional biasing reduce the electron densities, which allow the
electrons to escape to the electrodes.

Additional biasing to the electrodes changed the electron den-
sity in bulk of plasma. This means that it changed also potential
in the bulk. On the ISS, ac voltages for additional biasing were
added to the electrodes at 100 Hz with phase difference of 180 deg
as the basis of 13.56 MHz rf. The additional biasing shook a po-
tential well confining the dust particles. The dust particles do not
follow flip-flop of the potential at 100 Hz higher than plasma fre-
quency for the dust particles. However, electrons and ions follow
the additional biasing and are perturbed. Without the additional
biasing, ions flow from center of the plasma to outside and ion
drag force pushes the dust particles from center to outside, result-
ing in the void formation11). With the additional biasing, ion flow
is not static and the ion drag force pushing the dust particles from
the center can be missed. Hence the void was reduced and closed
by the additional biasing.

4. Conclusion

Estimation of plasma parameters is necessary to elucidate phe-
nomena in dusty plasmas. Behavior of the dust particles is easily
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Fig. 6 Spatial distributions of electron density between the up-

per and lower electrodes in the plasma generated by the
13.56 MHz rf basis without dust particles. (a) negative
dc bias added to the basis from 0 to -20 V, and (b) posi-
tive dc bias added to the basis from 0 to +20 V.

captured from images recorded by cameras in experiments. Con-
versely, the plasma parameter was hardly measured by tools for
diagnostics. The dust particles make the diagnostics difficult to
be used, since some of effects of the dust particles on plasmas are
not understood. The diagnostics has been proceeded by trial and
error up to now. It is necessary to calculate backward to plasma
parameters in observation of, e.g., wave phenomena. Some prac-

tical tools, e.g., frequency shift probe are immediately applied
to measure the plasma parameters in dusty plasmas. The prelimi-
nary results as shown here brings other ideas and tools to estimate
the plasma parameters. In fact, the double-probe method with dis-
turbance to plasmas less than the frequency shift probe seems to
be the way better for rf discharges with the dust particles6). In
addition, estimating and measuring the plasma parameters should
have a technological impact for design of a new apparatus to go
further in microgravity experiments.
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